The first explicit totally real embedding of the real three-sphere into C3 was given by Ahern and Rudin [2] . The existence of such embeddings also follows from a theorem of Gromov [ (x; fo (x); a((x) ,/ (x) ) is a section of the relation Q over In which coincides with the one-jet j1 fo of the section x -* (x ; fo(x)) on the boundary bIn . Since Q is ample by Lemma 4, Gromov's Lemma 3.1.3 in [7] implies that there is a C1 function f: In _, C whose one-jet jIf is a section of Q over In and jIf =-jfo on bIn. This means precisely that Lf(x) is nonvanishing on In and f = fo on bIn. Theorem 3 is proved.
